
Standard O1: Dotand Cross Product

Review ofVectors

Basic Concepts

Vectors are used to representquantities thathave both a magnitude and a direction. Some examples you mayhave
seen before are force or velocity vectors from physics.For example a force vector mightbe something like

a person pushing a toy car forward with a power of 5 Newtons.Notice thatthe pointof impactdoes not

matter, only the magnitude and the direction.

Consider this sketch ofvectors on a 2-D coordinate plane.
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While all ofthese directed line segments originate from a differentpoint, each of

M
these arrows depictthe same vector.Particularly, theydepict a vector thatmoves

0.5 units leftand Iunit up. We denote this vector by 5 =c-0.5,1.

The arrow above the v helps differentiate between a pointand a vector, same for the

angled brackets.

Notice thatwe pulled a vector, i, from a directed line segmentABfrom the point A=(x,y,to the point
B=(x2,ye) byusing the equation v=<xc-x.,yz-y,. This argumentcan be extended to 3-D space using the
directed line segmentAB from A=(x,y,z.) to B=(x2,y,zz) and the equation = x-x., Y--y,, Zz-z.. Also note

thatthe vector from pointAto pointB is differentfrom its reverse vector going from pointB to pointA.

Itis customary to draw vectors originating atthe origin, these vectors are often called position vectors.

example. LetA=(2,-7,0) and B =(1,-3,-5). Give the vector for the directed line segments at and BA.

cal vector described by AB 13) vector described by 15A

5, =x - 2,-3 - (-7),-5-0> vz=x2 - 1 -7 - 1-3),0 - 1-5)

=< -1,4, - 57 = -1, -4,5

Magnitude
We mentioned thata vector consists of two parts: a magnitude and a direction. Sometimes we wantto know just
the magnitude ofthe vector a.k.a. the distance ofthe vector. This formula comes finding the distance traveled by
the position vector.

The magnitude, or length,ofthe vector = x,X2,X is given by 11Vll=/ix,"+ixal+(xal2.

This equation can be expanded to a n-dimensional formula for X =x,,x2, ...,Xn, IVI1 =(x,l+(Xalt... fiXg12'.

example. Determine the magnitude ofeach ofthe following vectors,
-2~

(a) =x3,-5,10> 13 i =se () w=x0,0> id) I=21,0,0)

11811 =(13)2 +(-5)2 +110)2 114l=(v5+ lu5 11511 =10)+(012' 11Il =(1 +10+(012'

=9 +25 +100 - + =0 +0 =1 +0 +0

=134 -1 =8 -1

Unit Vector

Similarly we may justwantthe direction the vector points in.

Aunit(or direction) vector is a rector ofmagnitude 1. To find the unitvector divide the vector byits magnitude, l.



example. Find the unit vector for each vector below:

-(a) =x3,-5,10> (b) i =< vg' () w =x0,0> id) I=21,0,0)
a I 1 I

all = is'3, -5, 10 115ll =I < 5
-

2 I =E!! 115I
=E 1,0,03-

3 -S -I

= 134', 134', = no direction =-1,0,07

SpecialVectors

The zero vector 10,0,0c, often denoted , is the vector with no magnitude and direction.
The standard basis vector is a unitvector thatmoves in the direction of an axis: I =<1,0,02, J=x0,1,0 >, k =x0,0,K.

In 2-D space there are only two standard basis vectors, i =x,0) and j =<0,K. In n-dimensions, there are n.

Vector Arithmetic

Addition and subtraction

Given the vectors a=ca,, 92,and 5 = b.,bz,bs, addition is defined coordinate-wise by the formula:

Note thatsubtraction is justaddition of the negative second vector thus aB =ca,b,,az-bcas -by).

1

7
a+B =xa,+bi,az +bz,as +by

- at
t

<1,2 +(4,1 =31 +4,2+k
7

5
>

=5,3

Scalar Multiplication (Scalar just means a number or one componentl

Given a vector a=ca,an,as and any number c, the scalar multiplication is a=cca, car,ca
Notice thatscalar multiplication will stretch (if cc) or shrink (if the original vector butnotchange the direction.

Standard Basis Vector

We can now see thatevery vector can be rewritten as multiples and additions ofthe standard basis vectors, i.e.

a =xa,,dr,dz =

xa,,0,03 +(0,az,0 +(0,0,03 =a,x,0,0 +ax0,1,0 +a30,0,1 =a,2 +a25 +ask

Dot ProductIscalar Productl

Justlike numbers, we wantto be able to multiply vectors. We have I multiplications for vectors thatare important.

The firsttype of multiplication is the dotproduct, denoted .5, and can be found 2 ways:
11) ax,a ax,byare the X componentof a and5 respectively

E - ay, by are they componentof a and 5 respectively -.b =axbx +ayby

by

bx

(2) - ial is the magnitude ofvector a

in IBI is the magnitude ofvector E a· B =1a).15).cOSO
①

- Ois the angle between a and 5

special properties:
↓
perpendicular

sil =11l ciil5 =5. ciiil. =0 (iv) i I ifand only if not =0

a.=a,a, +Az.Ay +A3.A3 a.5 =a,b,+azbz+azb3 8. =0.a,t0.Azt0.A3 ifi then 8=2, so ob=lall. 11511 cos(z)=0
=a, +a2 +a -b,a,tbcAz+bza3 =0 +0 +0 if.v=0 then Hall11511cos8=0 so cost =0 ie. 8:z

=

a+az
2:2

-5a =O2
+A3

~12-Il a



example. Let =<-1,1,2 and B =c0,1,k. Use the formulas to find E, the angle between and 5.
Itis important to note (at151.cosO=a.5 =a,bit abztabe.

Thus, I-1 + (1+ (2)2:(0+(172+(2"COS8 =a.5 =(-1)(0) +(1)(1) +(2)(i)

15.2' cost =.5 =0 +1 +2

R.COSG =a.5 =3

25-c0s8 =a.B =3

COSO =2.⑤

cosO=
COS8 =2

O =cos"(E)
O =Es

Component.Projection
7
Itis helpful to see or know whatavector would look like if projected in the direction

ofanother. This is like saying, what is the shadow ofone vector on another. We firstcompute

-" - the component of 5 along a, i.e. how much ofa should I take upand then we multiply
this by the direction (or unitvector of a. This gives us the 2 parts ofa vector, a

⑳ ore distance and a direction.

5. b,ai+bzAz+b3.a3 5. =
COMpa5 = > I

a+a +a? projb =combat. ll= &

II all I Ill (all

example. Let5 =0,1,and a=<-1,1,2. Compute the scalar componentof 5 along and the vector projecture of 5 along a
5.

compa 5 - all projzb =combat. all
20,1,13.2-1, 1,27
=11-1,1,2>11 =3/15.;!
0.1-1) + 1.11 1.2

=

((-12 +(1)2 +22) = 3/55:-1,1,2)
=3 T =3/4.2-1, 1,2

=- I,k
9

Cross Product Ivector Product)

The second type ofmultiplication gives us a vector. The cross product, denoted x5, gives a new vector thatis perpendicular:

naxts
themagnitude ofthe cross productis the area ofthe parallelogram with sides a and b

>
· the length is 0 when the vectors aand 5 pointin the same or oppositedirection

>D

I
(Oxl

· the length is atmaximum when a and 5 are at rightangles
> a

x=a,bs -azbxAsb, -a,b,dib-aib, =detik
-

a,d2 a3

_

b, bz b3

I I I
>

&-I A2 A3 > a+k ai an
X / X"b,Wbeby D3 b, bz

=(azz - azbi) - j(a,b) - azbi) +k(a,bz -azbi)

=azb,i +asb,j +dibck - azb,k - azbet - a,b35 straight bars denote determinateAlternatorcompute
cross productin

=(arbs -azbz)+(azb,- a,by)5 +(a,bz-a-b,)k square brackets denote a matrix

Amore geometric approach gives the formula, I1axBll=11all. 1151singfor OI0=π.



example. Let =<-1,1,2 and b =c0,1,k. Calculate ax5.
-

t

=I
+

It- - 1 2 -"iE Lx5 =ijk
+ -

it 2x5:text
> -

~ W W
-I 2 I
I
I O

X
I 0

~
I Y/ W

01 I I

=(1.1 - 2.175 - 1 - 1.1 - 2.035 +(- 1.1 -1.0) k

=(1-25 - ) - 1 +0)5 +(- 1 +0)E =(1)(1)5 +(2)(0)5 +(-1)(1)( - (1)(0)( - (z)()t - 1-1(1)5

= - +j -k =14 +0j - 1k -0k - zi +15

=<-1,1,-17 =(1 -25+(0 +15)- 1 -0)k

=(-xi +(15 +(- 1)E.

example. Using the information you know aboutcross product, find lluxill given 1511-3, IVII, and Yov=-9.

Y. =115Il III COSQ 115xVII=11 Il.IIIIsinc

-9 =(3) (b) COSO 11UxIl =(3). (n). Sin*)
- "12 =COSO 114x*I1 =18.4/2

O= 114x 11 =95


